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2013 has come and gone,
With all its briefings, fly outs, ins and so on.
The weather-beater fly-outs where an easy way,
To see where the good weather will take us on the day.
To Oban we went at the start of the year,
15 people in 6 aircraft shouting ‘Prop Clear!’
On the next one to Islay blue skies and sunshine,
A bit bumpy on the way but we made it just fine.
Thank you all for the donations during the Easter weekend,
With over a 100 eggs and toys donated we must have made a new friend.
The predictably unpredictable weather and few appearances of the sun,
Didn’t ever stop us from having some fun.
The Open Day and Buddy Day were still a success,
Which had mainly to do with the BBQ I guess.
The wind has pushed many a pilots’ limits and skills,
Maybe next year they can switch off those four conveniently placed windmills.
So no Treasure Hunt and the 5 Airport Challenge was calm,
But the Kingsmuir Fly In gave a few pilots a sweaty palm.
The opportunity to fly to Leuchars and Prestwick was well received,
On both occasions eventually returning to Fife made me feel relieved.
We went up to Edinburgh Tower and they visited Fife,
Has anyone had time this year to spend time with their wife?
Safety is important we can’t say this enough,
So thank you CAA for the safety evening and all the free stuff.
The bowling competition was great to blow off some steam,
I challenge you all next time to beat me and my dream team.
At the Wings Night we took a look back at Twenty Thirteen,
At all of our challenges how simple or difficult they all might have been.
7 students successfully passing their PPL test,
Some IMC ratings and Night Ratings, everyone did their very best.
Jamie Bruce won student of the year for the admirable fact,
That he finished his course in 45 hours exact.
Thank you for joining us at the Wings Night and for those who haven’t been,
Don’t forget to renew your membership because we hope to see you again in 2014.

